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Our co-producers Laznia and the local curator Malgosia Zwolicka are presenting the transmission
schedule of the Mobile Webcast Studio in Gdansk
Tuesday, 11 April
virtual transmission from Belgrad to Laznia CCA. The opening of Mobile Studios project.
Wednesday, 12 April
Social Fiction.org: "Generative Psychogeography in the contemporary city" the lecture of Wilfried
Hou Je Bek
Thursday, 13 April
the city derive conducted by Wilfried Hou Je Bek
Stream transmittion to Belgrad of documentation of a city derive and lecture of Wilfried Hou Je Bek.
Friday, 28 April
ILIOS by Dimitris Kariofilis - experimental music performance
&lsquo;COMOKO' gellaturo & Marcin Sokolowski. Series of applications in the form of games, active
presentations and animation for mobile phones accessible on line and at Laznia.
Live transmition to Bratislava
Monday, 1 May
Opening of the artwork in public. Video documentation and the live transmittion during the opening
day to Budapest.
Saturday 13 May
Ania Witkowska, Adam Witkowski. Matryca, presentation in the public space and at Laznia.
Patrycja Orzechowska, Happy are those who go to work, video documentation of the process and
the opening of a massive mural on a wooden fence located in public.
Saturday, 20 May
The video documentation of events taking place during the night at Gdansk museums and culture
centers'. Accessible by net since 21 May at Sofia.
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Saturday 27 May
THE DIALOGIC SPACES: Space of privacy, publicity and of anonymity" a discussion live
transmitting to Sofia.
The discussion at The Academy of Fine Arts in Gdansk: moderator: Jacek Dominiczak, participants:
Monika Zawadzka, Dominik Lejman, Bogna Swiatkowska
The video documentation of events taking place during the night at Gdansk museums and culture
centers'.
Sunday, 28 May
The finisage of two exhibitions at Laznia CCA, transmittion from the finissage of Mobile Studios at
Sofia.

Curatorial Statement
The Polish part of Project entitled Mobile Webcast Studio in Gdansk has a character of a virtual,
temporal activity although it will be recorded and archivized. Laznia Centre for Contemporary Art as
a virtual partner will be the initiator and transmitter of artistic events that are taking place in other
partner cities, but also will be creating own activities from April to May 2006. We&rsquo;ll be creating
the possibility to receive and transmit information and images of planned events like concerts,
openings of exhibitions, performances, film presentations and meetings with critics, architects and
artists. The most essential issue for Laznia is the annexation of public space by art and artists. We
are developing the belief of the need and good effects of artistic activities in the project entitled The
Outdoor Gallery of the City of Gdansk we are which purpose is the revitalization of the borough. The
essence of meetings and presentations that are included in the Mobile Webcast Studio project will
be the attempt to build a relation between the work of art in public space and the viewer.

About Gdansk

GdaDsk is the sixth-largest city in Poland, its principal seaport, and the capital of the Pomeranian
Voivodship.
The city lies on the southern coast of the Baltic Sea, in a conurbation with the spa town of Sopot, the
city of Gdynia and suburban communities, which together form a metropolitan area called the
greater GdaDsk or the Tricity (Trójmiasto) with a population of over a million people. GdaDsk is, with
a population of 460,524 (mid 2004), the largest city in the historical province of Eastern Pomerania.
North lies the Kashubian Tricity: Rumia, Reda and Weijerowo.
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GdaDsk is situated at the mouth of the Motlawa river, connected to the Leniwka, a branch in the
delta of the Vistula, whose waterway system connects 60% of the area of Poland, giving the city a
unique advantage as the center of Poland's sea trade.
Historically an important seaport since mediaeval times and subsequently a principal ship-building
centre, GdaDsk was a member of the Hanseatic league. Today the city remains an important
industrial centre, together with the nearby port of Gdynia, and is world famous as the birthplace of
the Solidarity movement which, under the leadership of Lech Walesa, played a major role in bringing
an end to Communist rule in the Eastern Block.
This is a Wikipedia-Text. The full text can be found here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gdansk
Some Links about Gdansk:
- The Website of GdaDsk Town Hall
- Together in GdaDsk Again - Comprehensive information about GdaDsk online
- Airport GdaDsk-Rbiechowo
- Tricity Regional Portal
- GdaDsk University
- GdaDsk Companies
- GdaDsk Life
- GdaDsk Jewish community
- Free photos of Gdansk
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